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UNCLASSIFIED/
THIS MESSAGE HAS BEEN TRANSMITTED BY USAITA ON BEHALF OF//DAMO-TR/G-37//

SUBJECT: TRANSITION OF ADVANCED LEADER COURSE COMMON CORE (ALC CC) TO STRUCTURED SELF DEVELOPMENT LEVEL 2 (SSD 2)

1. REFERENCES:

A. AR 350-1 ARMY TRAINING AND LEADER DEVELOPMENT, DATED 18 DEC 09.

B. AR 600-100, ARMY LEADERSHIP, 8 MAR 07.

C. AR 600-8-19, ENLISTED PROMOTIONS AND REDUCTIONS, 30 APR 10 (RAR 001, 27 DEC 11).

2. PURPOSE: TO ELIMINATE THE ADVANCE LEADERS COURSE (ALC) COMMON CORE (ALC CC) TRAINING PLATFORM (A 90 DAY WEB BASED, FACILITATED COURSE THAT REPLACED BASIC NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE COMMON CORE IN 2009, DELIVERED THROUGH THE BLACKBOARD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM) AND REPLACE IT WITH A STRUCTURED SELF DEVELOPMENT (SSD 2) COURSE (SSD IS A SERIES OF DISTRIBUTED LEARNING COURSES WHERE SOLDIERS HAVE UPWARDS TO TWO YEARS TO COMPLETE EACH LEVEL BEFORE ATTENDANCE TO NCOES AND IS DELIVERED THROUGH THE ARMY LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (ALMS).

3. ALC CC AND SSD 2 WILL RUN SIMULTANEOUSLY FROM 1 JUN 14 THROUGH 30 SEP 14. SERGEANTS (SGT) WILL ONLY RECEIVE PROMOTION POINTS FOR NCOES WHEN BOTH ALC CC OR SSD 2 AND ALC TECHNICAL RESIDENTS PHASES ARE COMPLETED.

4. EFFECTIVE 1 OCTOBER 2014:

A. ALC CC IS NO LONGER AN ELEMENT (PHASE) OF ALC.

B. SSD 2 REPLACES ALC CC AND IS A PREREQUISITE TO ATTEND ALC. SSD IS A CENTRALLY MANAGED SET OF SPECIFIED CONTENT THAT MUST BE COMPLETED AT SPECIFIED CAREER POINTS PRIOR TO ATTENDING WARRIOR LEADER COURSE (WLC), ALC, SENIOR LEADERS COURSE (SLC), AND SERGEANTS MAJOR COURSE (SMC). THE NCO TRAINING PATH (A DELIBERATE, CONTINUOUS, SEQUENTIAL AND PROGRESSIVE PROCESS) IS:
(1) After initial military training (IMT), soldiers are automatically enrolled into SSD 1 which is a prerequisite to attend WLC. WLC attendance is limited to soldiers in the rank of SPC/CPL (E4) or higher (PFC/E3 and below are not eligible for attendance to WLC).

(2) Soldiers are automatically enrolled into SSD 2 upon completion of WLC and promotion to sergeant (E5). SSD 2 completion is a prerequisite to attend ALC.

(3) Soldiers are automatically enrolled into SSD 3 upon completion of ALC and promotion to staff sergeant (E6). SSD 3 completion is a prerequisite to attend SLC.

(4) Soldiers are automatically enrolled into SSD 4 upon completion of SLC and promotion to sergeant first class (E7). SSD 4 completion is a prerequisite to attend SMC.

(5) Soldiers are automatically enrolled into SSD 5 upon promotion to sergeant major (E9). SSD 5 is a prerequisite for nonimative and joint assignments.

C. Consistent with recent guidance; successful completion of a prerequisite level of SSD is required prior to making a reservation in the Army Training Requirements and Resources Systems (ATRRS) for the corresponding level of NCOEs.

D. SGT, SGT(P) and anyone promoted to SSG on or after 1 Jun 14 must complete ALC CC or SSD 2 and ALC technical residence phase in order to (IOT) receive ALC course completion credit.

E. Grandfather provision: prior to 1 Jun 14, any SSG who has completed a technical resident phase of ALC are not required to complete SSD 2. Instead, these soldiers will be considered to have met the training requirements (consistent with their current level of resident NCOEs training) and will be eligible for enrollment into SSD 3.

F. Noncommissioned officers with a military occupational specialty that does not have a technical resident phase ALC and have completed ALC-CC or SSD 2 will be granted constructive credit for ALC. These soldiers will be automatically enrolled into SSD 3 upon promotion to SSG.

5. Effective 1 February 2015:

A. AC and USAR.

(1) To support synchronization of the NCO education system with promotions (deliberate, continuous, sequential and progressive), completion of SSD 2 is required before a SGT attains eligibility for recommendation for promotion to SSG (integration onto the SSG recommended list). Promotable sergeants (already integrated onto the SSG promotion list) must complete SSD 2 or ALC CC NLT 8 Jan 15 IOT retain their promotion list status. Failure to complete the minimum requirement of SSD 2 will result in automatic promotion list removal.

(2) SSD is formally linked to promotion eligibility as follows:
(A) SSD 1: REQUIRED BEFORE RECOMMENDATION TO SGT.
(B) SSD 2: REQUIRED BEFORE RECOMMENDATION TO SSG.
(C) SSD 3: REQUIRED BEFORE CONSIDERATION FOR SELECTION TO SFC.
(D) SSD 4: REQUIRED BEFORE CONSIDERATION FOR SELECTION TO MSG.

(3) CONSISTENT AND CONCURRENT WITH PREVIOUSLY ISSUED GUIDANCE PROVIDED IN MILPER MESSAGE 14-016 (STRUCTURED SELF DEVELOPMENT LEVEL 1 (SSD 1) AND SEMI-CENTRALIZED PROMOTIONS, ISSUED 21 JAN 14), EFFECTIVE 1 JUL 14, THE ARMY WILL NOT AWARD PROMOTION POINTS TO SOLDIERS FOR THE COMPLETION OF SSD 1.
IAW THIS ALARACT THE ARMY WILL NOT AWARD PROMOTION POINTS TO SOLDIERS FOR THE COMPLETION OF ANY SSD COURSE (ALL LEVELS).

B. ARNG: TO SUPPORT SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE NCO EDUCATION SYSTEM WITH PROMOTIONS (DELIBERATE, CONTINUOUS, SEQUENTIAL AND PROGRESSIVE), COMPLETION OF SSD 2 IS REQUIRED BEFORE A SGT ATTAINS ELIGIBILITY FOR PROMOTION PIN-ON TO SSG (INTEGRATION ONTO THE SSG RECOMMENDED LIST WITHOUT SSD-2 IS OTHERWISE AUTHORIZED).

6. CONSISTENT WITH EARLIER INCORPORATION OF SSD COURSES, SOLDIERS WILL BE NOTIFIED OF SSD 2 ENROLLMENTS VIA AN EMAIL FROM THE ATRRS TO THEIR ENTERPRISE E-MAIL ADDRESS ALERTING THEM THAT THEY HAVE BEEN REGISTERED FOR SSD; THE EMAIL WILL CONTAIN THE URL OF THE WEBSITE FOR THE SSD COURSEWARE.
THE ALMS WILL GENERATE DA FORM 87, CERTIFICATE OF TRAINING, FOR ALL SSD PHASES AND PROVIDE COMPLETION NOTIFICATION TO ATRRS. THE ATRRS WILL UPDATE PERSONNEL RECORDS AS REQUIRED. THE COMPLETION OF ALL LEARNING EVENTS AND END OF COURSE SURVEY IS MANDATORY PRIOR TO OBTAINING THE CERTIFICATE OF TRAINING FOR SOLDIERS ENROLLED IN SSD. NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR ENSURING THEIR ENTERPRISE E-MAIL ACCOUNTS ARE UPDATED IN ATRRS.

7. RESPONSIBILITIES:

A. THE CHAIN OF COMMAND, NCOS AND SOLDIERS HAVE A SHARED RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE THAT SSD IS COMPLETED WITHIN THE TIME PRESCRIBED IAW ALMS INSTRUCTIONS. SSD IS BOTH AN INDIVIDUAL AND FIRST LINE LEADER RESPONSIBILITY EXECUTED AT THE INDIVIDUAL'S PACE BUT UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE FIRST LINE LEADER.

B. NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER ACADEMIES DELIVERING ALC WILL VERIFY ALC CC OR SSD 2 COMPLETION USING DA FORM 87 (TRAINING CERTIFICATE GENERATED BY THE ALMS) OR ATRRS EFFECTIVE 1 OCT 14 PRIOR TO SOLDIERS ATTENDING ALC.

C. THE ARMY HUMAN RESOURCES COMMAND (AHRC) WILL MANAGE SSD 2 ENROLLMENTS FOR ACTIVE ARMY SOLDIERS. AHRC WILL ENSURE ALL SSG WHO HAVE NOT COMPLETED ALC TECHNICAL PHASE ARE AUTOMATICALLY ENROLLED INTO SSD 2. ENSURE THE ARMY'S POPULATION OF SERGEANTS (P) ON THE ORDER OF MERIT LIST (OML) ARE ENROLLED TO ATTEND ALC CC, ONCE ALC CC RESERVATIONS REACH MAXIMUM CAPACITY, ALL OTHERS ON THE OML WILL BE ENROLLED INTO SSD 2.

D. THE USARC WILL MANAGE SSD 2 FOR USARC SOLDIERS.
E. THE ARNG WILL MANAGE SSD 2 FOR ARNG SOLDIERS.

8. EXCEPT AS MODIFIED ABOVE, THE FOLLOWING RELATED MESSAGES REMAIN IN EFFECT:

A. ALARACT 317/2010, DA DIRECTED DISTRIBUTED LEARNING TRAINING (7 OCT 10).

B. DA POLICY MEMORANDUM, ADVANCED LEADER COURSE COMMON CORE (ALC CC) DISTRIBUTED LEARNING (DL) POLICY (21 JUL 10).

C. ALARACT 216/2012 STRUCTURED SELF DEVELOPMENT (SSD) PREREQUISITE FOR NCOES DTG: 101452Z AUG 12.

D. ALARACT 346/2012 STRUCTURED SELF DEVELOPMENT (SSD) ENROLLMENT POLICY, DTG: 211928Z DEC 12.


9. THE POINTS OF CONTACT (POC) FOR ISSUES WITH RESERVATIONS FOR NCOES ARE AS FOLLOWS:

A. AC SOLDIERS, THROUGH YOUR CHAIN OF COMMAND CONTACT THE AHRC AT USARMY.KNOX.HRC.MBX.EPMD-NCOES-SSD@MAIL.MIL

B. RC AGR, IRR AND IMA SOLDIERS, THROUGH YOUR CHAIN OF COMMAND CONTACT THE AHRC AT USARMY.KNOX.HRC.MBX.EPMD-NCOES-RESERVE-SCHOOLS@MAIL.MIL

C. USAR SOLDIERS, THROUGH YOUR CHAIN OF COMMAND CONTACT MS. WATTS AT MELISSA.P.WATTS.CTR@MAIL.MIL

D. ARNG SOLDIERS, THROUGH YOUR CHAIN OF COMMAND CONTACT THE STATE QUOTA MANAGERS APPOINTED BY THE STATE OR MR. JAMES VAIL AT JAMES.A.VAIL.CTR@MAIL.MIL

10. USASMA POINTS OF CONTACT:

A. ALC CC COURSE MANAGER: 915-744-1380/2126.

B. SSD COURSE MANAGER: 915-744-1185/2237.

11. ARMY G-3/5/7 POINT OF CONTACT FOR THIS MESSAGE IS MR. RONALD SCHEXNAYDER, RONALD.A.SCHEXNAYDER.CTR@MAIL.MIL.

12. EXPIRATION DATE CANNOT BE DETERMINED.